
HOW TO WRITE A MARKETING STRATEGY DOCUMENT

These marketing plan templates will help you prioritize your you'll write most of it based on how you fill out the next few
marketing plan.

Assign your teams. Below are steps that will help you lay a sturdy foundation for your tactical plans, and
allow you to develop reasonable expectations and goals. So what do you need to know about your target
market? Here are a few tips to keep in mind as you write your marketing strategy section so you can make it as
effective and relevant as possible. A typical example is the gaming consoles market. Table of Contents. From
your marketing audit, you may have realized that: The majority of your competitors are selling on Amazon.
Be OK with that and learn from your failures. Creating an SEO Strategy 4. Gut: What do they fear? Done
properly, your marketing plan will be the roadmap you follow to get unlimited customers and dramatically
improve the success of your organization. Check Out the Competition In order to determine the likelihood of
success and define your marketing strategy, you need to understand the competition. Brutal honesty is
imperative for a truly insightful SWOT. I am also making this template available as Microsoft Word
documents for you to download use to guide your marketing planning. Pricing Strategy Set your prices, and
align them with your marketing strategies. Cons of the Broad Approach Lack of specialization or focus on
specific channels. Target Market: Who are your current and potential customers? You should focus on eight
key sections to address answers and show the value of your marketing. One third of the way through a test
may be a good time to look and see how your marketing plans have been coming along. Define that in
sentences. The right marketing plan identifies everything from 1 who your target customers are to 2 how you
will reach them, to 3 how you will retain your customers so they repeatedly buy from you. Get The Print
Version Tired of scrolling? It defines their demographic profile e. In addition, your website should also be a
part of your promotion section as well as any social media that you participate in. All of your business
activities should be based on your mission statement. Where are their pain points? This strategy is key to
generating profits; it will decide the success or failure of your products or services. The consideration stage is
when your consumer has defined their problem and are researching the different approaches and options they
have. For social media marketing, you can focus on number of lead conversions generated, number of
customer conversions generated, and percentage of traffic associated with social media channels. You can
easily use our buyer persona template to pinpoint your first personas. Section 1: Executive Summary
Complete your Executive Summary last, and, as the name implies, this section merely summarizes each of the
other sections of your marketing plan. How can you reach them? Always: One thing we must always
remember? Harder to track where success is coming from. For referral marketing, KPIs might include number
of referrals or percentage of referrals converted into customers. Who do you do it for? Warehousing 7 Tips for
Writing the Marketing Strategy Section of a Business Plan Your marketing strategy can be one of the most
powerful parts of your business plan. A marketing plan left to collect dust is useless. For something like social
media, you can compare the engagement, followers, and posting consistency that your company is doing and
see how it lines up with your competitors. Download a mocked-up sample plan 2. This will make your
marketing strategy more accurate and applicable to your target audience. But brand consistency is key. It
really is a no-brainer. Section 2: Target Customers This section describes the customers you are targeting.


